An investment in your network’s future

Technology grows more complex by the day. From cybersecurity to software-defined networking to cloud to data centers, your evolving IT infrastructure requires new levels of expertise at a faster pace than ever before.

But how can you equip your team with the latest skills and training for your digital transformation, without sacrificing valuable time and resources to travel? Introducing Cisco Platinum Learning Library, which contains all of our certification, product, and technology training in one place.

Cisco Platinum Learning Library: All Access includes the contents of five technology libraries: Networking, Security, Data Center, Collaboration, and Cloud. This comprehensive technical training library offers full-length, interactive courses focused on associate and professional certifications, additional product and technology training with labs, and thousands of reference materials. And we update the library on a regular basis, adding new training releases and revised versions of existing courses.

Select courses also include a powerful learning analytics engine to let management monitor and track the success of their teams.

You and your team can access our world-class portfolio of online training products anywhere, anytime. All you need is a personal computer and an internet connection.

Cisco Platinum Learning Library: All Access gives you a powerful, interactive training solution for the success of your team, today and tomorrow.
Benefits

- **Accelerate in-house expertise** by building, validating, and reinforcing knowledge
- **Reduce unplanned downtime** with a highly trained workforce
- **Increase your team's ability** to deploy and support new technologies to enable your digital transformation
- **Support technology career paths** for your team with access to Cisco® certification courses
- **Optimize your training investment** and increase the ROI of your IT infrastructure

The anytime, anywhere, future-ready training solution

Cisco Platinum Learning Library provides an integrated, immersive learning experience that delivers the latest training on Cisco products and technologies. And because it’s from Cisco, you know it’s the highest-quality content, updated with the latest training as soon as it’s available.

- **Interactive**: Offers a rich array of labs for hands-on practice, and interactive instruction for practical skills building
- **Effective**: Unlocks the depth and breadth of Cisco’s expertise
- **Flexible**: Students can work at their own pace, moving around within each course and replaying sections as needed
- **Convenient**: A subscription automatically gives you access to new content as we add it

**New technology libraries offer focused training**

The needs of your IT infrastructure reflect the needs of your business. Because different infrastructures demand different kinds of expertise, we’ve introduced technology libraries to the Cisco Platinum Learning Library:

- Cisco Platinum Learning Library: Networking
- Cisco Platinum Learning Library: Security
- Cisco Platinum Learning Library: Data Center
- Cisco Platinum Learning Library: Cloud
- Cisco Platinum Learning Library: Collaboration

**Subscribe today**

Contact your sales representative to learn more about the comprehensive e-learning resources available in **Cisco Platinum Learning Library: All Access**.